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Abstract 

This article describes a method for hashing focused graphs architecturally. The technique is designed to 

adhere to the recursive notion that a node's hash should be determined only by its neighbors' hashes. The 

method operates in cycles, prohibiting a naïve recursive procedure from operating. Additionally, we 

explore the recursive value's consequences, the procedure's limits, and prospective anomaly detection use 

cases.  
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1 Introduction 

Hashing functions are the backbone of today's cryptographic architecture, and they are employed in 

information storage and retrieval and applications involving digital fingerprinting and checksums. 

Historically, hash functions took bit filaments of any distance as input and returned a bit filament in 

response to tiny changes in the input. Numerous hashing methods for bit strings have been developed 

throughout time, with MD5 [16], SHA-2 [13], and SHA-3 [14]. 

Hash roles may be protracted to trees through a modest recursive approach called Merkle tree hashing 

[11]. The hash of a bulge in Merkle tree hashing is produced by concatenating the node's tag with the 

recursive hash of the bulge's children (denoted as ++).  

Hashing directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) using Merkle trees is also possible. The hashing algorithm is 

identical to that used for trees, and any instances of diamond-shaped relationships (as seen in Figure 1) 

are automatically enlarged to an analogous tree. Whether or whether this behavior is adequate is 

determined by the issue being solved by this method.  

Merkle hashing cannot be arbitrarily extended to directed graphs with cycles. Due to the requirement that 

a node's hash relies on the hash of its offspring, every cycle would result in an endless recursion. The 

condensation graph is used to circumvent this difficulty in this article. Condensation graphs are created by 

condensing all nodes of a tightly linked component into a single node. Utilizing a graph canonization 

process, strongly linked components are hashed collectively. By definition, the condensation diagram is a 

DAG, which styles Merkle DAG hashing possible. A Merkle-style method for directed diagrams with 

cycles is generated when these two principles are combined. This approach was developed by 

investigating how the polyvariadic y-combinator encrypts data between recursive purpose calls [6]. 

1.1 Contributions 

The subsequent contribution is made in this paper:  

• It is shown how to hash directed graphs using a new Merkle-style technique.  

• Directed graph hashing is described in terms of its potential uses.  

• Anomaly detection uses a variety of ways.  

2 Background 

To comprehend the graph hashing method, some knowledge of fundamental graph theory is required. The 

approach makes an extensive analysis of a directed graph's highly linked components and its induced 
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panel subgraph, dubbed the condensation diagram. A highly linked component of a diagram is a whole 

collection of apexes such that a route in the diagram connects any two apexes inside the strongly coupled 

component. A diagram may include many apparatuses that are highly linked (SCCs).  

Condensation graphs are constructed by condensing densely linked components into a single bulge, which 

is acyclic. The condensation diagram is shown in Figure 2 and is a graphical representation of the highly 

linked components.  

An automorphism of some diagram G = (V, E) is well-defined as a transformation σ of apexes such that 

(u, v) E if and only if (σ(u), σ(v)) E. Casually, the automorphism cluster enumerates all possible 

symmetrical configurations of G.  

Aut(G) = {σ : V → V  | (u, v) ∈ E ↔ (σ(u), σ(v)) ∈ E} 

A vertex path is the class of apexes in a diagram that are equivalent when applied automorphisms. 

Casually, the path of a vertex v is defined as the collection of apexes proportionally similar to v.  

 

 
 

Figure 2: Each outer node contains a strongly connected component of a graph. When each strongly 

connected component is contracted into a single node, the outer condensation graph is formed. 

Orb(v) = {u ∈ V | ∃σ ∈ Aut(G) such that σ(v) = u} 

Canonical labeling is assigning ordered apex labels to a diagram so that isomorphic diagrams become 

equivalent following the canonization. Up until automorphism, a graph's canonical label is unique. 

Because the diagram under an automorphism is isomorphous to the original diagram, a canonical labeling 

method cannot distinguish between them. Graph isomorphism testing is often performed using canonical 

labeling techniques. Algorithms for canonical labeling examples comprise nauty [9], bliss [7], and saucy 

[5]. 

Approach Using Rules Additionally, certain activities are recognized using rule-based techniques. Store 

et al. introduced a framework for multi-agent systems in [11] that relies on rules and manual settings 

expressed in the Extensible Markup Language (XML) format. Additionally, the writers employed fuzzy 

logic, for example. Detection of the activity "preparing supper" entails a series of instances and rules, 

including the combination of stove use, refrigerator use, and time spent at the kitchen counter, among 

others, each with distinct weight. Rule-based techniques may be challenging to use without extensive 

domain expertise or when the rules are not obvious and must be learned from data.  

Learning in a Snap Recently, the concept of zero-shot learning was investigated and shown to be 

beneficial for identifying previously unknown classes [12]. It offered early research on the subject of 

zero-shot learning. The objective is to train a classifier capable of predicting new classes not included in 

the training dataset. By modeling the sequence and structure of the characteristics, our study extends the 

zero-shot learning framework to handle sequential data.  
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3 Algorithm 

3.1 Overview 

The process for canonical labeling may be utilized directly to generate a procedure for precise diagram 

hashing. The procedure begins by canonizing the whole diagram and hashing the contiguity list (in 

canonical direction) and apex labels (methodical using the canonical direction).  

This works fine for issues that need proper diagram hashing but fails when the Merkle hash property, 

which states that a node's hash should be determined only by its neighbors' hash, is required. A single 

modification to the graph necessitates a whole recanalization pass.  

Finally, the SCC's nodes are hashed individually. If these bulges were merely identified by their canonical 

marker, the bulges in Figure 3 would have dissimilar hashes, which is disagreeable. Rather than that, we 

recognize nodes by their orbits. The CANONICAL PATHS MAPPING purpose sorts the paths according 

to the nodes in each orbit's minimal canonical label. A node's hash is produced by concatenating the hash 

of the SCC with the path identification, producing an orientation to a specific apex orbit. This indicates 

that apexes included inside the same path have identical hash values. This is ideal for an orbit since it 

comprises symmetrically similar nodes.  

 

4 Proof of Correctness 

The Structural induction [3] shows the focused acyclic condensation diagram's tree expansion accuracy. 

This is a no-brainer given the algorithm's recurrent traversal of the condensation graph. Consider a DAG's 

algorithm tree expansion as a diagram with all diamond-shaped relationships enlarged and deleted, as 

seen in Figure 1.  

Consider the primary situation where the SCC is a leaf in the tree growth. Algorithm 2 then allocates 

hashes to bulges entirely based on canonization and path detection techniques.  

 

 

Figure 4: The hashes of the two nodes labelled ‘a’ are identical for these two graphs despite the fact that 

the graphs are not isomorphic for anomaly detection. 

Adopt that the hashes generated by recursive sounds are accurate for the inductive step. Then, prior to 

canonizing the SCC in question, the algorithm integrates this information by giving labels to the hashes 

derived through the recursive calls. This forces the canonization procedure to account for any symmetry 

violations introduced by deeper structures in the diagram (exposed by the recursive calls). Following that, 

the method allocates hashes to bulges using the canonization and path detection techniques, precisely as it 

did in the primary case.  

 

5 Computational Complexity 

A careful examination of the graph hashing issue indicates that the transition from diagram isomorphism 
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to diagram hashing takes a quadratic amount of time. This implies that hashing graphs are GI-hard, both 

for generic directed graphs and directed acyclic graphs [15]. Diagram isomorphism is presently unknown 

P, NP-complete, or NP-intermediate [8].  If diagram isomorphism does not exist in P, precise DAG 

hashing does not exist either. Since Merkle-style procedures often run in polynomial periods, a Merkle-

style technique for precise hashing DAGs would significantly advance the computing model.  

In any scenario, a Merkle-style method cannot address the specific hashing issue; meanwhile, the hash of 

a bulge may depend on a network assembly that is not accessible from the bulge in question. This is true 

even when the Merkle-hash of a bulge in a diagram is combined with the Merkle-hash of the identical 

bulge in the transpose diagram. While this elegantly addresses the diamond dependence issue, it ignores 

possible symmetry concerns throughout the network, connecting bulges that are not straight ancestors or 

descendants.  

None of the diagram canonization techniques presently available runs in polynomial time [12]. 

Additionally, graph canonization techniques may yield orbit detection [10]. The algorithm's run time 

complexity is not polynomial because the graph hashing technique uses graph canonization and orbit 

detection. This is not a deal-breaker since we consecrate tightly related apparatuses, not the whole 

diagram. In actuality, bulge labels are often indistinguishable, allowing for polynomial-time canonization 

and orbit detection.  

Because the framework for tracking, learning, and recognition is not reliant on sensor data or device type, 

sensor data may come from any source. Choosing the appropriate collection of characteristics or attributes 

is critical to increasing recognition accuracy. Assume that individuals want to engage in physical activity. 

This may involve a warm-up period during which various sub-activities such as raising hands, napping, 

pitching, walking, and running are conducted. Each sub-activity can then be further decomposed into 

fine-grained motions of the limbs, joints, and muscles, and it has been discovered appropriately on that 

basis. The anomalous behaviors are described using a state transition table that contains all potential 

states. The system is programmed to categorize the actions carried out by people and alert the user to any 

irregularities. The system recognizes a person's nine different activities. This is the system's overall 

architecture. The sliding window is used to divide data into N-dimensional windows so that the system 

can identify the action. The sliding window slows the data flow and delivers less information to the 

system to detect the individual's action. The suggested system uses seven parameters: the mean of each 

axis, its standard deviation, and its velocity. These characteristics reduce noise in the dataset and 

positively affect the accuracy of data classification.  

6 Conclusion 

The purpose of this article is to provide a Merkle-style technique for hashing directed diagrams with 

anomaly detection. The approach can deal with cycles by hashing all highly related components in a 

single pass and applying graph canonization algorithms for environment anomaly identification. The 

approach has immediate relevance to ongoing projects and contributes significantly to our knowledge of 

organizational hashing—Python execution of the technique mentioned above for detecting unknown 

activities.  
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